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Abstract—This paper develops models and algorithms for
continuous-discrete multiple target filtering, in which the multi-
target system is modelled in continuous time and measure-
ments are available at discrete time steps. In order to do so,
this paper first proposes a statistical model for multi-target
appearance, dynamics and disappearance in continuous time,
based on continuous time birth/death processes and stochastic
differential equations. The multitarget state is observed at known
time instants based on the standard measurement model, and
the objective is to compute the distribution of the multi-target
state at these time steps. For the Wiener velocity model, we
derive a closed-form formula to obtain the best Gaussian Poisson
point process fit to the birth density based on Kullback-Leibler
minimisation. The resulting discretised model gives rise to the
continuous-discrete Gaussian Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture
(PMBM) filter, the continuous-discrete Gaussian mixture proba-
bility hypothesis density (PHD) filter and the continuous-discrete
Gaussian mixture cardinality PHD (CPHD) filter. The proposed
filters are specially useful for multi-target estimation when the
time interval between measurements is non-uniform.
Index Terms—Multiple target filtering, stochastic differential
equations, Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture filter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple target filtering plays a central role in many dis-
ciplines such as autonomous driving, computer vision, and
defense [1], [2]. In this problem, we take noisy measurements
from an unknown and variable number of targets that appear,
move and disappear from the scene of interest and the objec-
tive is to infer the locations and velocities of the targets at
each time step.
Multi-target filtering is usually posed in a Bayesian frame-
work, which enables the inclusion of prior knowledge in the
system regarding target appearance and disappearance, and
target dynamics. The standard approach is to model target
appearance, disappearance and dynamics directly in discrete
time, at the time steps when measurements are taken [3]–[15].
Even if the measurements are taken at discrete time steps,
continuous time models for target dynamics are important
in many applications, for instance, ballistic tracking, satellite
orbit determination [16] and when the time interval between
measurements is nonuniform [17]–[19], as in event-driven
tracking [20], [21]. Single target dynamics can be modelled
in continuous time using stochastic differential equations
(SDEs) [22]–[24], as in [17], [25]–[27]. One option to solve a
continuous-discrete single target filtering problem, in which
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we aim to obtain the posterior density of the target, with
continuous-time dynamics, at the known discrete time steps
when the measurements are taken, is to obtain the correspond-
ing single target transition density between any two time steps
using the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogov forward partial differential
equation [23]. Once we have the corresponding transition
density or an approximation, one can solve the continuous-
discrete problem using standard Bayesian filtering techniques
on discrete time. For example, the widely used nearly constant
velocity model, also called Wiener velocity model, uses a
transition density that arises from an SDE [23], [25].
Unified continuous-discrete models for multi-target systems,
which include continuous time models for target appearance,
dynamics, disappearance, and the corresponding discretisation
at the time steps when measurements are received, are not
available in the multi-target filtering literature. One benefit
of a continuous-discrete multi-target model is that it allows
us to perform multi-target filtering with nonuniform time
intervals between measurements in an elegant and mathemat-
ically sound manner. That is, different time intervals between
measurements imply a different distribution of number of
targets entering and leaving the scene of interest and their cor-
responding locations. Continuous-discrete models also allow
us to analyse the performance of measurement systems with
different sampling times, with the same underlying continuous
time multi-target model, e.g., two radar systems that differ in
the sampling times to track the same types of airplanes.
In this paper, we fill this gap in the literature and propose
a continuous time multi-target model and its discretisation.
The proposed model uses an M/M/∞ queuing system1 [28]
to model the distribution of the time of appearance and
disappearance of the targets. In the M/M/∞ system, the time
of appearance of the targets is modelled by a Poisson process
in time, and their life span is exponentially distributed. Poisson
processes in time are commonly used different applications,
for example, airport departures [29], customer arriving at
service stations, and traffic [30]. In the proposed model,
while a target is alive, its dynamics are governed by an
SDE. The resulting continuous-discrete multi-target system is
Markovian with time-dependent parameters: new born targets
are distributed as a Poisson point process (PPP), and targets
move independently with a certain single target transition
1M/M/∞ denotes a type of queuing system using queuing system notation
[28]. The first letter denotes the type of arrival process, where M means
Markovian (Poisson). The second letter denotes the service time distribution
(life span distribution), where M means Markovian (exponential). The last
entry denotes the number of servers. In this paper, it is ∞, as newly appearing
targets do not have to wait for other targets to leave the scene of interest.
density and a probability of survival.
The discretised multi-target model gives rise to continuous-
discrete versions of multi-target filters that can use a PPP as the
birth process, for example, the probability hypothesis density
(PHD) filter [31], the cardinality PHD (CPHD) filter [32],
and the Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) filter [8].
The Gaussian mixture implementations of the PHD, CPHD
and PMBM filters [33]–[35] require that the birth PPP has
an intensity represented as a Gaussian mixture. However, the
birth intensity of the continuous-discrete (CD) PHD, CD-
CPHD and CD-PMBM is not a Gaussian mixture so these
implementations are not directly applicable. An additional
contribution of this paper, is that, for the Wiener velocity
model, we derive the best Gaussian PPP fit to the discretised
birth model by minimising the Kullback-Leibler divergence,
which is also inherent in the PHD/CPHD filtering recursion
[36], [37]. The best Gaussian PPP fit allows us to extend
the Gaussian mixture implementations of the PHD, CPHD
and PMBM filters to their continuous-discrete counterparts.
We provide simulation results comparing the performance of
the different filters. Importantly, we demonstrate that, when
the time interval between measurements is non-uniform, the
proposed filters can show a remarkable decrease in compu-
tational time compared with filters with fixed sampling time,
as commonly adopted in the multi-target filtering literature,
without affecting performance.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The problem
formulation and the continuous time multi-target dynamic
model are explained in Section II. The discretisation of the
continuous time multi-target model is provided in Section III.
The derivation of the best Gaussian PPP to the discretised
birth distribution and its extension to Gaussian mixtures are
given in Section IV. The CD-PHD, CD-CPHD and CD-PMBM
filters, along with a complete description of the Gaussian
implementation of the CD-PMBM filter, are explained in
Section V. Simulation results comparing the CD-PHD, CD-
CPHD and CD-PMBM filters are provided in Section V.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the problem of multi-target filtering when
target appearance, dynamics and disappearance are governed
by continuous time models. The multi-target state at time
t ∈ [0,∞) can be represented as a set X (t) ∈ F (Rnx), where
Rnx is the single target space, and F (Rnx) is the space of
all finite subsets of Rnx . At any time instant, new targets may
appear and added to X (t), and targets may die and be removed
from X (t). The specifics of this model will be explained in
Section II-A.
The system state X (t) is measured at known time instants
tk, k ∈ N, and we denote Xk = X (tk). We consider the stan-
dard point target detection model, such that the measurement
at time step k is a set Zk =
{
z1k, ..., z
mk
k
} ∈ F (Rnz ) where
mk is the number of measurements at time step k. Given Xk,
each target state x ∈ Xk is either detected with probability
pD (x) and generates one measurement with density l (·|x), or
missed with probability 1− pD (x). Set Zk is then the union
of the target-generated measurements and Poisson clutter with
intensity κ (·).
The objective is to compute the (multi-target) density of
the multi-target state Xk given the sequence of measurements
(Z1, ..., Zk) [4]. In order to do so, in this paper, we dis-
cretise the continuous time multi-target model to obtain the
corresponding discrete birth, dynamics and death models, as
is standard in the literature. With the discretised models, the
filtering density can be computed recursively by the prediction
and the update steps of the multi-target filtering recursion in
discrete time [4].
In order to distinguish between target births and deaths
in continuous and discrete time, we refer to target births
and deaths in continuous time as target appearances and
disappearances, and keep the terms births and deaths for the
discretised system. It should be noted that a target appearance
in continuous time does not imply a target birth in a discretised
time, as the target may have already disappeared before a
measurement was taken.
A. Continuous time multi-target dynamic model
The continuous time multi-target dynamic model we pro-
pose is characterised by the following assumptions
• A1 Target appearance times follow a Poisson process (in
time) with rate λ [28].
• A2 When a target appears, its single target distribution is
Gaussian with mean xa and covariance matrix Pa, and is
independent of the rest of the targets.
• A3 The life span τ of a target, time from appearance to
disappearance, is an independent random variable that is
exponentially distributed with rate µ.
• A4 Targets move independently according to a linear time
invariant SDE [23]. For a target state x (t) ∈ Rnx , its
dynamics are given by
dx (t) = Ax (t) dt+ Ldβ (t) (1)
where A and L are matrices, dx (t) is the differential of
x (t), and β (t) ∈ Rnβ is a Brownian motion, also called
Wiener process, with diffusion matrix Qβ . The size of
matrices A and L are nx×nx and nx×nβ , respectively.
It should be noted that the birth/death process, which models
the number of alive objects in the continuous time multi-target
process and is characterised by A1 and A3, corresponds to
an M/M/∞ queuing system [28]. Assumption A1 implies
that the number of target arrivals in any interval (t, t+ ∆t] is
independent of the number of arrivals in other non-overlapping
intervals. The distribution of the number of target arrivals in
(t, t+ ∆t] is P (·;λ∆t), where
P (n;λ∆t) = (λ∆t)
n
n!
e−λ∆t
represents the probability mass function of a Poisson distri-
bution with parameter λ∆t evaluated at n. It should be noted
that λ corresponds the mean number of target appearances per
unit of time. In addition, A1 implies that given that there are n
targets that have arrived in the interval (t, t+ ∆t], their arrival
times are independent and uniformly distributed in the interval
(t, t+ ∆t] [28].
Given A3, the distribution of the life span of a target is
p (τ) =
{
µe−µτ τ ≥ 0
0 τ < 0,
(2)
and the average life span of a target is 1/µ. In a practical
problem, both λ and µ can be chosen according to previous
knowledge of target appearance and disappearance in a sce-
nario.
III. DISCRETISATION OF THE MULTI-TARGET DYNAMIC
MODEL
In this section, we explain how to discretise the continuous
time multi-target model in Section II to obtain a standard
multi-target dynamic model that captures the evolution of the
system from time tk−1 to tk. This model is characterised by
probability pS,k of survival at time step k, which is obtained in
Section III-A, single target transition density gk (· |· ) at time
step k, which is obtained in Section III-B, and multi-target
birth density at time step k, which is obtained in Section III-C.
We use the notation ∆tk = tk − tk−1.
A. Probability of survival
The exponential distribution in A3 is the only distribution of
the life span of a target in continuous time that is memoryless
[30]. Memoryless means that, given that the target is alive at
a certain time step, the distribution of the rest of the life span
of a target is also exponential with the same parameter µ. In
probabilistic terms, the memoryless property can be written as
p (τ |τ > t ) = p (τ − t) . (3)
The memoryless property also implies that the probability
that a target survives from time tk−1 to tk does not depend
on how long the target has been alive before tk−1, only on
the length ∆tk of the time interval. Therefore, this model
keeps the Markovian property of standard, discrete multi-target
dynamic systems in which the probability of survival of a
target does not depend on how long the target has been alive
so far. Using (2), the probability of survival of a target in the
time interval from tk−1 to tk is
pS,k = p (τ |τ > ∆tk ) (4)
= e−µ∆tk . (5)
B. Single target transition density
Using the SDE (1), we can directly obtain an expression for
the transition density from time tk−1 to tk [23]
gk (x (tk) |x (tk−1) ) = N (x (tk) ;Fkx (tk−1) , Qk) (6)
Fk = exp (A∆tk) (7)
Qk =
∫ ∆tk
0
exp (A (∆tk − ξ))LQβLT
× exp (A (∆tk − ξ))T dξ (8)
where exp (A) denotes the matrix exponential of A and
N (x;x,Q) denotes a Gaussian density with mean x and
covariance matrix Q evaluated at x. Methods to compute (8)
are discussed in [23], [38].
C. Birth model
From time tk−1 to time tk, targets appear according to A1.
However, A1 does not correspond to the distribution of the
number of new born targets at time step k in the discretised
system. The reason is that some of the targets that may appear,
may also disappear before time step k, according to the model
in A3, so they are not included in the set Xk. The new targets
that are included in set Xk are therefore those that appeared
between time tk−1 and time tk, and survived up to time step tk.
We proceed to calculate the distribution of the new born targets
at time step k, which includes the cardinality distribution and
the spatial distribution.
At time step step tk−1, the number of appearing targets
between tk−1 and time tk is zero. Then, targets appear
according to A1, but they also disappear according to A3. The
distribution of the number of appearing targets in the interval
tk−1 and tk that are still alive at time step tk is given by
the transient solution of an M/M/∞ system. Therefore, the
cardinality distribution ρbk (·) of the new born targets at time
step k is [30]
ρbk (n) = P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk)) . (9)
We proceed to calculate the spatial distribution of new born
targets. A1 implies that, given that there are n targets that
appear in (tk−1, tk], their appearance times are independent
and uniformly (IID) distributed in the interval (tk−1, tk] [28].
In addition, the spatial distribution and target dynamics are
both IID, see A2 and A4, which implies that the spatial
distribution of new born targets given the cardinality is IID.
If a target appears at time step tk − t with t ∈ [0,∆tk)
and t denoting the time lag between appearing time and tk,
its spatial density at time tk − t is independent of the rest of
the targets and is given by A2
p (x (tk − t) |t ) = N (x (tk − t) ;xa, Pa) . (10)
Using the single target transition density (6), we have that the
transition density up to time tk is
g (xk |x (tk − t) ) = N
(
xk;F(t)x (tk − t) , Q(t)
)
(11)
F(t) = exp (At) (12)
Q(t) =
∫ t
0
exp (A (t− ξ))LQβLT
× exp (A (t− ξ))T dξ. (13)
where we use subindex with a parenthesis in F(t) and Q(t) to
highlight that we use a time lag t as a parameter, not a discrete
time index, as in (7) and (8).
Given the time lag t, the spatial density at appearing time
(10) and the transition density (11), the birth density p (xk |t )
is Gaussian with parameters
pk (xk |t ) = N
(
xk;F(t)xa, F(t)PaF
T
(t) +Q(t)
)
, (14)
where we have applied the Kalman filter prediction step [39].
In Appendix A, we show that the distribution of the time
lag t of new born targets is a truncated exponential distribution
with parameter µ in the interval [0,∆tk), whose density is
pk (t) =
µ
1− e−µ∆tk e
−µtχ[0,∆tk) (t) (15)
where χA (t) is the indicator function of set A evaluated at t:
χA (t) = 1 if t ∈ A and χA (t) = 0 otherwise.
Using (14) and (15), the single target birth density is
pk (xk) =
∫ ∆tk
0
pk (xk |t ) pk (t) dt. (16)
To sum up, the distribution of the new born targets is a PPP
as the distribution over the number of targets is Poisson, see
(9), and given a cardinality, targets are IID with density (16).
The corresponding multi-target density is
bk
({
x1k, ..., x
n
k
})
= n!P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk)) n∏
i=1
pk
(
xik
)
.
(17)
This implies that the intensity (also called probability hy-
pothesis density) of the new born targets at time step k is
Dbk (xk) =
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk) pk (xk) [4].
Finally, we provide the steps for sampling the multi-target
states X1, ..., XK up to time step K using the proposed
continuous-discrete multi-target system in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Sampling the continuous-discrete multi-target
system
Input: Time instants t1, ..., tK , models in A1-A4.
Output: Multi-target samples X1, ..., XK at each time step.
- Initialisation X0 = ∅, t0 = 0.
for k = 1 to K do
- ∆tk = tk − tk−1.
- Xk = ∅. . Initialisation at time step k.
for all xk−1 ∈ Xk−1 do . Go through previous targets.
- Sample s = 1 with probability pS,k, see (5), s = 0 with
probability 1− pS,k,
if s = 1 then . Target xk−1 survives.
- Sample x (tk) from gk (x (tk) |xk−1 ), see (6).
- Set Xk = Xk ∪ {x (tk)}.
end if
end for
- Sample n, number of new born targets, from (9).
for i = 1 to n do . Go through new born targets.
- Sample t from (15).
- Sample xk from pk (xk |t ), see (14).
- Set Xk = Xk ∪ {xk}.
end for
end for
IV. BEST GAUSSIAN PPP FIT TO THE BIRTH PROCESS
Gaussian implementations of multi-target filters with PPP
birth typically require that the intensity is Gaussian or Gaus-
sian mixture, for example, the PMBM, PHD and CPHD filters
[33]–[35]. However, the intensity of the birth density (17) is
not Gaussian or Gaussian mixture in general.
In this section, we obtain the PPP with Gaussian intensity,
which is referred to as Gaussian PPP, that most closely
approximates the PPP birth process (17) by minimising the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD). This allows us to extend
the Gaussian implementation of the PMBM, PHD and CPHD
filters to the continuous-discrete case. In this section, we first
introduce a KLD minimisation result in Section IV-A. We
introduce the Wiener velocity model for single target dynamics
in Section IV-B, and obtain the corresponding solution to
the KLD minimisation problem in closed-form Section IV-C.
Finally, we address the Gaussian mixture appearance model
in Section IV-D.
A. Kullback-Leibler divergence minimisation
KLD minimisation is a widely used criterion to perform
approximate Bayesian inference in an optimal way [36], [37],
[40], [41]. In this section, we obtain the best Gaussian PPP fit
to the birth density (17) by minimising the KLD.
The KLD D (p ‖q ) between multi-target densities p (·) and
q (·) is [4]
D (p ‖q )
=
∫
p (X) log
p (X)
q (X)
δX (18)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
p
({
x1, ..., xn
})
log
p
({
x1, ..., xn
})
q ({x1, ..., xn}) dx
1:n.
(19)
We denote the Gaussian PPP approximation of the birth
density (17) as
b˜k
({
x1k, ..., x
n
k
})
= n!P (n;λb,k)
n∏
i=1
N (xik;xb,k, Pb,k)
(20)
where λb,k if the parameter of the Poisson distribution of the
cardinality, and xb,k and Pb,k denote the mean and covariance
matrix of the single target density, respectively.
Proposition 1. Given bk (·) in (17), the Gaussian PPP b˜k (·)
in (20) that minimises the KLD D
(
bk
∥∥∥b˜k ) is parameterised
by
λb,k =
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk) (21)
xb,k = Epk [x] =
∫
xpk (x) dx (22)
Pb,k = Cpk [x] =
∫
(x− xb,k) (x− xb,k)T pk (x) dx, (23)
where Epk [x] and Cpk [x] denote the mean and covariance
matrix of a random variable x distributed according to the
single target density pk (·).
Proposition 1 is proved in Appendix B.
B. Wiener velocity model
We consider the widely-used Wiener velocity model [23] for
single target dynamics, for which the solution to Proposition
1 is closed-form, as derived in the next section. We proceed
to describe the resulting F(t) and Q(t) in (12) and (13).
We consider a state
x (tk) = [p1 (tk) , ..., pd (tk) , v1 (tk) , ..., vd (tk)]
T (24)
where d = nx/2 is the dimension of the space where the
target moves, typically d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, pi (tk) is the position
in the ith dimension at time tk and vi (tk) is the velocity in
the ith dimension at time tk. The target moves according to a
Wiener velocity model [23]–[25] in each direction, which is
characterised by the SDE (1) with nβ = d, Qβ = qId and
A =
(
0d Id
0d 0d
)
, L =
(
0d
Id
)
(25)
where 0d and Id represent the zero and identity matrices of
size d, respectively.
The solutions to (12) and (13) are [23]
F(t) =
(
Id tId
0d Id
)
(26)
Q(t) = q
(
t3
3 Id
t2
2 Id
t2
2 Id tId
)
. (27)
This implies that Fk = F(∆tk) and Qk = Q(∆tk) in (7) and
(8).
C. KLD minimisation for the Wiener velocity model
In this section, we provide a closed-form expression for
the Gaussian PPP that minimises the KLD in Proposition 1
for the Wiener velocity model. First, we write the mean and
covariance at the time of appearance, see A2, as block matrices
whose blocks correspond to position and velocity elements.
That is,
xa =
[
pTa , v
T
a
]T
(28)
Pa =
(
P ppa P
pv
a
(P pva )
T
P vva
)
(29)
where pa is the mean position, va is the mean velocity,
P ppa is the covariance matrix of the position, P
vv
a is the
covariance matrix of the velocity and P pva is the covariance
matrix between the position and velocity.
Proposition 2. For the Wiener velocity model, the Gaus-
sian PPP density b˜k (·), see (20), that minimises the KLD
D
(
bk
∥∥∥b˜k ) is characterised by
λb,k =
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk) (30)
xb,k =
(
Id E [t] Id
0d Id
)
xa (31)
Pb,k =
(
P ppb,k P
pv
b,k(
P pvb,k
)T
P vvb,k
)
(32)
where
P ppb,k = C [t] vav
T
a + q
E
[
t3
]
3
Id
+ P ppa + E [t]
(
P pva + (P
pv
a )
T
)
+ E
[
t2
]
P vva (33)
P pvb,k = q
E
[
t2
]
2
Id + P
pv
a + E [t]P
vv
a (34)
P vvb,k = qE [t] Id + P
vv
a (35)
and the moments of t, whose density is (15), are
E [t] =
1
µ
− ∆tke
−µ∆tk
1− e−µ∆tk (36)
E
[
t2
]
=
1
1− e−µ∆tk
×
[
2
µ2
− e−µ∆tk
(
(∆tk)
2
+
2∆tk
µ
+
2
µ2
)]
(37)
C [t] = E
[
t2
]− (E [t])2 (38)
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Figure 1: Normalised histograms of Example 3 with 105 samples from
the true single target birth density ∆tk = 1 s (top left), best Gaussian
fit ∆tk = 1 s (top right), true birth density ∆tk = 2 s (bottom left),
and best Gaussian fit ∆tk = 2 s (bottom right). The best Gaussian fit is
more accurate for ∆tk = 1 s than for ∆tk = 2 s.
E
[
t3
]
=
1
1− e−µ∆tk
[
6
µ3
− e−µ∆tk
×
(
(∆tk)
3
+
3 (∆tk)
2
µ
+
6∆tk
µ2
+
6
µ3
)]
. (39)
Proposition 2 is proved in Appendix C. For clarity of pre-
sentation, we have considered that the single target distribution
at appearance time is Gaussian, see A2. Nevertheless, we
would like to remark that Proposition 2 holds for any single
target distribution at appearance time such that its mean and
covariance matrix are (28) and (29), as the KLD minimisation
only requires the first two moments of this distribution. In
addition, note that, even though, we can minimise the KLD in
closed-form, the resulting value of the KLD does not admit a
closed-form expression, as (16) does not have a closed-form
expression. We proceed to illustrate Proposition 2 with an
example.
Example 3. We consider a one dimensional target (d = 1)
with xa = [0 (m) , 2 (m/s)]
T and Pa = I2, with units in
the international system, that moves with the Wiener velocity
model with q = 1
(
m2/s3
)
. Its life span rate is µ = 0.01 s−1.
We draw 105 samples from the true single target birth density
(16) considering ∆tk = 1 s and ∆tk = 2 s. The normalised
histograms are shown in Figure 1. In this figure, we also show
the normalised histograms for 105 samples drawn from the
best Gaussian fits, whose mean and covariance are given by
(31) and (32). The tails of the true density w.r.t. the best
Gaussian fit are larger for ∆tk = 2 s than for ∆tk = 1 s,
as the target can potentially move longer distances in a time
interval ∆tk = 2 s than in ∆tk = 1 s, for its considered life
span. Therefore, the best Gaussian fit is more accurate for
∆tk = 1 s than for ∆tk = 2 s. 
D. Gaussian mixture appearance model
In this paper, we mainly consider an appearance model
based on Gaussian densities, see A2. In some cases, it can
be convenient to consider Gaussian mixtures, which can ap-
proximate any density of interest with negligible accuracy with
a sufficient number of terms [42]. That is, we substitute A2
by
• A5 When a target appears, its single target distribution is
a Gaussian mixture
Na∑
j=1
wjaN
(
x;xja, P
j
a
)
where Na are the number of components, and wia, x
j
a and
P ja represent the weight, mean, and covariance of the j-th
Gaussian component, respectively.
In this section, we indicate how to obtain a suitable discretisa-
tion of this birth model with the Wiener velocity model based
on the previous results for the Gaussian case. Considering A5,
the single target birth density (16) becomes
pk (xk) =
Na∑
j=1
wja
∫ ∆tk
0
N
(
xk;F(t)x
j
a, F(t)P
j
aF
T
(t) +Q(t)
)
× pk (t) dt. (40)
While one can fit the best Gaussian PPP applying Proposition
1 to (40), it is more convenient to consider a Gaussian mixture
single target birth density that performs moment matching
for each mixture component. That is, the approximated birth
distribution becomes
b˜k
({
x1k, ..., x
n
k
})
= n!P (n;λb,k)
×
n∏
i=1
Na∑
j=1
wjaN
(
xik;x
j
b,k, P
j
b,k
) (41)
where λb,k is given by (30), and x
j
b,k and P
j
b,k are obtained
by substituting xja and P
j
a into (31) and (32). In Appendix
D, we prove that (41) corresponds to a KLD minimisation
that considers auxiliary variables, not the KLD minimisation
in Proposition 1.
V. CONTINUOUS-DISCRETE PMBM FILTER
In this section, we explain the continuous-discrete PHD
(CD-PHD) filter, the continuous-discrete CPHD (CD-CPHD)
filter and the continuous discrete PMBM (CD-PMBM) filter.
We first explain how to obtain these continuous-discrete filters
in Section V-A. We then explain the structure of the CD-
PMBM filter in Section V-B and its Gaussian implementation
in Section V-C. Practical considerations are discussed in
Section V-D.
A. Continuous-discrete multi-target filters
As indicated in Section III, the discretised dynamic model
has a PPP birth, a probability of survival and a single target
dynamic density that depend on the time interval between mea-
surements. We can then directly extend discrete-time multi-
target filters that can work with PPP birth, such as PMBM,
PHD and CPHD filters to the continuous-discrete case. That is,
the CD-PMBM, the CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filter correspond
to the PMBM, PHD and CPHD recursions with the following
models
• The probability of survival is given by (5).
• The PPP birth process is given by (17).
• The single target transition density is given by (6).
It is important to note that the discretisation of the continuous
dynamics only affects the dynamic model and the prediction
step. The measurement model and the update step are not
affected by the discretisation.
We would like to recall several properties of the CD-PMBM,
CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filtering recursions. The CD-PMBM
recursion provides us with the exact posterior density of
the multi-target state given all past measurements. The CD-
PHD filtering recursion propagates a PPP through the filtering
recursion by minimising the KLD after each update step [31],
[36]. A simplification of the CD-PHD filter with respect to the
CD-PMBM is that it only needs to propagate the intensity of
the PPP, which is computationally efficient, but implies a loss
in performance. The CD-CPHD filtering recursion propagates
an IID cluster density, which considers an arbitrary cardinality
distribution and IID target states given each cardinality. The
IID cluster approximation is performed after each prediction
and update by minimising the KLD [36], [37]. Therefore, the
CD-CPHD has a higher degree of flexibility than the CD-PHD,
as it considers an arbitrary cardinality, with an increase in the
computational burden.
The Gaussian/Gaussian mixture implementations of the CD-
PHD, CD-CPHD and CD-PMBM filters for Wiener velocity
model can be obtained in closed form by considering
• The probability of survival is given by (5).
• The PPP birth process is given by Proposition 2, or Eq.
(41).
• The single target transition density is g (xk |xk−1 ) =
N (xk;Fkxk−1, Qk) where Fk = F(∆tk) and Qk =
Q(∆tk), see (26) and (27).
• Constant probability pD of detection and a linear
and Gaussian single measurement density l (z|x) =
N (z;Hx,R) .
The Gaussian mixture implementation of the CD-PHD and
CD-CPHD filters correspond to the implementations in [33],
[34] using the above time-varying parameters for the dynamic
model. As these filters are well-described in [33], [34], we
do not provide the specific details in this paper. The Gaussian
implementation of the CD-PMBM corresponds to the imple-
mentation in [35] using the above time-varying parameters.
In the following, we provide a detailed description of the
Gaussian implementation of the CD-PMBM filter in [35],
explicitly addressing the continuous-discrete aspects.
B. CD-PMBM filter structure
In the CD-PMBM filter, the posterior is a PMBM density,
which is the (multi-target) density of the union of a PPP and
a multi-Bernoulli mixture. We proceed to give an overview of
the structure of this density before introducing the mathemat-
ical formulation. The PPP represents the information on the
undetected targets, which are targets that exist at the current
time but have never been detected. Each measurement can be
the first detection of a target, a detection from a previously
detected target or clutter. Therefore, as the target whose first
detection is a particular measurement may exist or not, its
resulting distribution is Bernoulli and is referred to as “poten-
tially detected target”. Then, each potentially detected target
has single target hypotheses that represent possible histories of
measurement associations, including misdetections. Each term
in the multi-Bernoulli mixture represents a global hypothesis
that includes a single target hypothesis for each Bernoulli
component.
In mathematical terms, the density of Xk′ with k′ ∈
{k, k + 1} given the measurements up to time step k is a
PMBM density [35]
fk′|k (Xk′) =
∑
Y unionmultiW=Xk′
fpk′|k (Y ) f
mbm
k′|k (W ) (42)
where fpk′|k (·) and fmbmk′|k (·) are the densities of the PPP
and the multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM). Also, unionmulti denotes the
disjoint union and the summation in (42) is taken over all
mutually disjoint (and possibly empty) sets Y and W whose
union is Xk′ . The density of the PPP in terms of its intensity
Dk′|k (·) can be written as
fpk′|k (Y ) = e
− ∫ Dk′|k(x)dx ∏
y∈Y
Dk′|k (y) . (43)
The MBM can be written as
fmbmk′|k (W ) ∝
∑
a∈Ak′|k
∑
unionmulti
n
k′|k
l=1 X
l=W
nk′|k∏
i=1
[
wi,a
i
k′|kf
i,ai
k′|k
(
Xi
)]
(44)
where ∝ stands for “proportional to”. We proceed to explain
(44). First, nk′|k is the number of Bernoulli components,
i is an index over the Bernoulli components and a global
hypothesis a =
(
a1, ..., ank′|k
)
, where ai ∈
{
1, ..., hik′|k
}
is
an index over the hik′|k single target hypotheses for the i-th
Bernoulli component. The density f i,a
i
k′|k (·) of the i-th Bernoulli
component with single target hypothesis ai is
f i,a
i
k′|k (X) =

1− ri,aik′|k X = ∅
ri,a
i
k′|kp
i,ai
k′|k (x) X = {x}
0 otherwise
(45)
where ri,a
i
k′|k is the existence probability and p
i,ai
k′|k (·) is the
single target density. The variable wi,a
i
k′|k is the weight of the
ai single target hypothesis of the i-th Bernoulli component.
The set Ak′|k of global hypotheses and single target hy-
potheses are built as follows [8]. As explained before, the mea-
surement set at time step k is denoted as Zk =
{
z1k, ..., z
mk
k
}
.
We refer to measurement zjk using the pair (k, j) and the set of
all these measurement pairs up to (and including) time step k is
denoted byMk. Then, a single target hypothesis ai for the i-th
Bernoulli component has a set of measurement pairs denoted
asMi,aik ⊆Mk, where there is the constraint that there can be
at most one measurement index per each time step in Mi,aik .
For example, for k = 3, we can haveMi,ai3 = {(1, 2) , (3, 1)},
which indicates that under the single target hypothesis ai, the
i-th Bernoulli component is associated with measurement z21
at time step 1, misdetected at time step 2, and associated with
measurement z13 at time step 3. In a global hypothesis, each
received measurement must belong to only one single target
hypothesis. Then, the set Ak′|k of all global hypotheses meets
[8].
Ak′|k =
{(
a1, ..., ank′|k
)
: ai ∈
{
1, ..., hik′|k
}
∀i,
nk′|k⋃
i=1
Mi,aik =Mk,Mi,a
i
k ∩Mj,a
j
k = ∅ ∀i 6= j
}
.
C. Gaussian implementation
In the Gaussian implementation of the CD-PMBM filter,
the intensity of the PPP is a Gaussian mixture and the density
of each Bernoulli component is also Gaussian. That is, the
intensity of the PPP (43) is
Dk′|k (x) =
np
k′|k∑
j=1
wp,jk′|kN
(
x;xp,jk′|k, P
p,j
k′|k
)
(46)
where npk′|k, is the number of components, and w
p,j
k′|k, x
p,j
k′|k
and P p,jk′|k are the weight, mean and covariance matrix of the
j-th component.
The single target density of each Bernoulli component (45)
is Gaussian with
pi,a
i
k′|k (x) = N
(
x;xi,a
i
k′|k, P
i,ai
k′|k
)
(47)
where xi,a
i
k′|k is the mean and P
i,ai
k′|k is the covariance matrix.
The prediction and update for the continuous-discrete Gaus-
sian PMBM filter for the Wiener velocity model are given in
the following lemmas.
Lemma 4 (Prediction). We consider that the filtering density
at time step k (time tk) is a PMBM fk|k (·) of the form (42),
with PPP intensity (46) and single target densities given by
(47). At time step k + 1 (time tk+1), the probability pS,k+1
of survival is given by (5), the transition matrix Fk+1 by (26)
and the covariance matrix Qk+1 by (27). Then, the predicted
density is a PMBM with PPP parameters
Dk+1|k (x) = pS,k+1
np
k|k∑
j=1
wp,jk|kN
(
x;xp,jk+1|k, P
p,j
k+1|k
)
+ λb,k+1N (x;xb,k+1, Pb,k+1) (48)
where λb,k+1, xb,k+1 and Pb,k+1 are given by Proposition 2,
and
xp,jk+1|k = Fk+1x
p,j
k|k (49)
P p,jk+1|k = Fk+1P
p,j
k|kF
T
k+1 +Qk+1. (50)
The predicted multi-Bernoulli mixture parameters are
ri,a
i
k+1|k = pS,k+1r
i,ai
k|k (51)
xi,a
i
k+1|k = Fk+1x
i,ai
k|k (52)
P i,a
i
k+1|k = Fk+1P
i,ai
k|k F
T
k+1 +Qk+1 (53)
and nk+1|k = nk|k, hik+1|k = h
i
k|k, w
i,ai
k+1|k = w
i,ai
k|k for all
i ∈ {1, ..., nk|k} and ai.
Lemma 5 (Update). We consider that the predicted density
at time step k (time tk) is a PMBM fk|k−1 (·) of the form
(42), PPP intensity (46) and single target densities given by
(47). The updated PMBM at time step k with measurement set
Zk =
{
z1k, ..., z
mk
k
}
is of the form (42) with PPP intensity
Dk|k (x) = (1− pD)
np
k|k−1∑
j=1
wp,jk|k−1N
(
x;xp,jk|k−1, P
p,j
k|k−1
)
.
(54)
The number of updated Bernoulli components is nk|k =
nk|k−1 + mk. For each single target hypothesis of the
Bernoulli components existing at previous time steps i ∈{
1, ..., nk|k−1
}
, the update creates (mk + 1) new single tar-
get hypotheses corresponding to a missed detection and an
update with one of the received measurements, which implies
hik|k = h
i
k|k−1 (mk + 1). For missed detection hypotheses,
i ∈ {1, ..., nk|k−1}, ai ∈ {1, ..., hik|k−1}, the parameters are
Mi,aik =Mi,a
i
k−1 (55)
wi,a
i
k|k = w
i,ai
k|k−1
(
1− ri,aik|k−1 + ri,a
i
k|k−1 (1− pD)
)
(56)
ri,a
i
k|k =
ri,a
i
k|k−1 (1− pD)
1− ri,aik|k−1 + ri,a
i
k|k−1 (1− pD)
(57)
xi,a
i
k|k = x
i,ai
k|k−1 (58)
P i,a
i
k|k = P
i,ai
k|k−1. (59)
For a previous Bernoulli component i ∈ {1, ..., nk|k−1} and
previous single target hypothesis a˜i ∈
{
1, ..., hik|k−1
}
, the
new hypothesis generated by measurement zjk has a
i = a˜i +
hik|k−1j, r
i,ai
k|k = 1, and
Mi,aik =Mi,a˜
i
k−1 ∪ {(k, j)} (60)
wi,a
i
k|k = w
i,a˜i
k|k−1r
i,a˜i
k|k−1pDN
(
zjk;Hx
i,a˜i
k|k−1, S
i,a˜i
k|k−1
)
(61)
xi,a
i
k|k = x
i,a˜i
k|k−1 +K
i,a˜i
k|k−1
(
zjk −Hxi,a˜
i
k|k−1
)
(62)
P i,a
i
k|k = P
i,a˜i
k|k−1 −Ki,a˜
i
k|k−1HP
i,a˜i
k|k−1 (63)
Ki,a˜
i
k|k−1 = P
i,a˜i
k|k−1H
T
(
Si,a˜
i
k|k−1
)−1
(64)
Si,a˜
i
k|k−1 = HP
i,a˜i
k|k−1H
T +R. (65)
For the new Bernoulli component initiated by zjk, whose index
is i = nk|k−1 +j, we have two single target hypotheses, which
imply that hik|k = 2, one corresponding to a non-existent
Bernoulli
Mi,1k = ∅, wi,1k|k = 1, ri,1k|k = 0 (66)
and the other representing that the measurement zjk can have
been originated by clutter or by a new potential target
Mi,2k = {(k, j)} (67)
wi,2k|k = κ
(
zjk
)
+ e
(
zjk
)
(68)
e
(
zjk
)
= pD
np
k|k−1∑
j=1
wp,jk|k−1N
(
zjk;Hx
p,j
k|k−1, S
p,j
k|k−1
)
(69)
ri,2k|k =
e
(
zjk
)
κ
(
zjk
)
+ e
(
zjk
) (70)
xi,2k|k =
np
k|k−1∑
l=1
wjl x
j
l (71)
P i,2k|k =
np
k|k−1∑
l=1
wjl
[
Pl +
(
xjl − xi,2k|k
)(
xjl − xi,2k|k
)T]
(72)
wjl ∝ wp,lk|k−1N
(
zjk;Hx
p,l
k|k−1, S
p,l
k|k−1
)
(73)
xjl = x
p,l
k|k−1 +Kl
(
zjk −Hxp,lk|k−1
)
(74)
Pl = P
p,l
k|k−1 −KlHP p,lk|k−1 (75)
Kl = P
p,l
k|k−1H
T
(
Sp,lk|k−1
)−1
(76)
Sp,lk|k−1 = HP
p,l
k|k−1H
T +R. (77)
It should be noted that the single target density of new
Bernoulli components is actually a Gaussian mixture [35,
Sec. V.C], but it is approximated as Gaussian with moments
(71) and (72) by moment matching (KLD minimisation).
The reason for this approximation is that it enables to have
Gaussian densities in each Bernoulli component, see (47).
D. Practical considerations
Practical implementations must prune hypotheses and com-
ponents in the PMBM as these grow boundlessly in time. In
practice, we represent the MBM part of the PMBM as
fmbmk′|k (W ) =
∑
a∈Ak′|k
wak′|k
∑
unionmulti
n
k′|k
l=1 X
l=W
nk′|k∏
i=1
f i,a
i
k′|k
(
Xi
)
(78)
where the weight of global hypothesis a is wak′|k ∝∏nk′|k
i=1 w
i,ai
k′|k, and the factor∑
unionmulti
n
k′|k
l=1 X
l=W
nk′|k∏
i=1
f i,a
i
k′|k
(
Xi
)
represents the multi-Bernoulli density [35, Eq. (11)] for global
hypothesis a. Pruning consists of approximating the weights
wak′|k that are considered to be close to zero as zero, followed
by a weight normalisation. As a result, the global hypothe-
ses and their corresponding multi-Bernoullis with negligible
weight are removed from (78) and the pruned posterior is
also a PMBM. Pruning is also performed by approximating
probabilities of existence of Bernoulli components that are
close to zero as zero. We proceed to explain how we perform
pruning in the update step and after estimation.
In the update step, we first use ellipsoidal gating [43],
though other types of gating are also possible [44], to disregard
single target hypotheses which have a negligible weight.
Then, for each previous global hypothesis, we select the
ku =
⌈
Nh · wak|k−1
⌉
newly generated global hypotheses with
highest weight, where Nh is the maximum number of global
hypotheses, by solving the corresponding ranked assignment
problem via Murty´s algorithm [45] [35, Sec. V.C], used in
conjunction with the Hungarian algorithm [46].
After estimation, we prune the mixture of components of
the PPP, the Bernoulli components and the global hypotheses
as follows:
1) Discard the Gaussian components in Dk|k (·) whose
weight is below a threshold Γp.
2) Keep the global hypotheses with Nh highest weights,
and whose weight is higher than a threshold Γmbm.
3) Remove the single target hypotheses of the Bernoulli
components that do not take part in any of the considered
global hypotheses.
4) Remove the Bernoulli components whose existence is
lower than a threshold Γb for all its single target hy-
potheses.
After pruning the global hypotheses, a weight normalisation is
performed. Due to pruning, there can be two or more global
hypotheses that have the same associated multi-Bernoulli
density. These similar global hypotheses are merged into one
global hypothesis by adding their weights and keeping the
same multi-Bernoulli. It should also be mentioned that the re-
sulting CD-PMBM filter has a track-oriented form [43]: there
is a hypothesis tree for each Bernoulli component, representing
single target hypotheses and their Bernoulli distributions, and
a global hypothesis a consist of a weight wak′|k and a pointer to
single target hypotheses for each Bernoulli component. Finally,
multi-target estimation in the CD-PMBM filter can be done
as in the PMBM filter [35, Sec. VI]. A pseudocode of the
Gaussian CD-PMBM filter is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Gaussian CD-PMBM filter pseudocode
- Initialisation: t0 = 0, D0|0 (·) = 0, n0|0 = 0.
for k = 1 to final time step do
- ∆tk = tk − tk−1.
- Compute pS,k using (5).
- Compute Fk = F(∆tk) and Qk = Q(∆tk) using (26) and
(27).
- Compute λb,k, xb,k and Pb,k using Proposition 6.
- Prediction: use Lemma 4.
- Update: use Lemma 5 with ellipsoidal gating and Murty’s
algorithm to obtain updated global hypotheses, see [35, Alg. 1].
- Estimate the current set of targets, see Section V-D.
- Perform pruning, see Section V-D.
end for
VI. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate via simulations the pro-
posed CD-PMBM, CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filters in a two-
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Figure 2: Time interval ∆tk between consecutive measurements for
the simulations. There are 100 time steps and the total length of the
simulation is 110.63 s.
dimensional scenario with the Wiener velocity model2.
The continuous-time parameters of the multi-target dynamic
system are: λ = 0.08 s−1, µ = 0.01 s−1, q = 0.2 m2/s3,
d = 2, pa = [200, 200]
T
(m), va = [3, 0]
T
(m/s), P ppa =
diag
([
502, 502
]) (
m2
)
, P vva = diag ([1, 1])
(
m2/s2
)
and
P pva = 02
(
m2/s
)
. We also consider that, at time t0 = 0,
the probability that there are zero targets in the scene is one.
It should be noted that, according to µ, the average life span
of a target is 100 s, and, in stationary regime, the number
of targets in the scene follows a Poisson distribution with
parameter λµ = 8, so the average number of alive targets is 8
[30].
We consider that the sensor system takes 100 measurements
and that the time interval ∆tk between measurements is drawn
from an exponential distribution with parameter µm = 1 s−1.
The resulting time intervals used in the simulation are shown in
Figure 2. The true target trajectories considered in this scenario
are drawn from the true continuous time model sampled at
the time steps when measurements are taken, which is done
by running Algorithm 1 with the parameters F(t) and Q(t) of
(6) given by (26) and (27). The resulting target trajectories are
shown in Figure 3 (top). There are 10 targets in the scene and
the maximum number of targets at a given time instant is 8,
see Figure 3 (bottom).
The sensor measures the position of the targets with
H =
[
I2 02
]
, R = σ2rI2
where σ2r = 4 m
2. In addition, the probability pD of detection
is 0.9 and the Poisson clutter is uniformly distributed in the
region of interest A = [0, 600]× [0, 400] (m2) with intensity
κ (z) = λc · uA (z) where uA (z) is a uniform density in the
area A and λc = 10, which implies 10 expected false alarms
per time step.
The CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filters have the following
parameters: maximum number of components is 30, pruning
2Matlab implementations of these continuous-discrete filters will be avail-
able at https://github.com/Agarciafernandez/MTT.
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Figure 3: Trajectories considered in the simulation (top). There are ten
trajectories. The positions of a trajectory every ten time step is marked
with circles, and the circle for the initial position is filled. The number
next to the initial position indicates time step of birth. The resulting
number of targets in the scene at each time step is shown in the the
bottom figure.
threshold 10−5 and merging threshold 0.1. These filters use
the estimators in [4, Sec. 9.5.4.4] and [4, Sec. 9.5.5.4],
respectively. The CD-PMBM filter has Nh = 200, Γp = 10−5,
Γmbm = 10
−4, and Γb = 10−5 and we also use ellipsoidal
gating with threshold 20. We use Estimator 1 in [35], which
selects the global hypotheses with highest weight and reports
the mean of Bernoulli components whose existence is above
a threshold set to 0.4. We also test the CD-PMBM filter
with Nh = 1, which is referred to as CD-PMB filter, as it
only propagates one multi-Bernoulli component. This filter
can be considered as a version of the global nearest neighbour
approach [47], as the filter only retains the most likely global
hypothesis.
We evaluate the performance of the filters using the gen-
eralised optimal subpattern assignment (GOSPA) metric [48].
We use GOSPA on the position elements with the Euclidean
metric as base metric, and parameters p = 2, c = 10 m and
α = 2. Setting α = 2 enables the decomposition of this
metric into costs for localisation error for properly detected
targets, missed and false targets [48, Prop. 1]. The resulting
root mean square GOSPA (RMS-GOSPA) is shown in Figure
4. The CD-PMBM is the best performing filter, followed by
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Figure 4: RMS-GOSPA error (m) for the position elements and its
decomposition for the continuous-discrete filters. The CD-PMBM filter
outperforms CD-PMB, CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filters. The difference
in performance is mainly due to a lower number of missed and false
targets.
the CD-PMB filter. From the GOSPA decomposition, we can
observe that the main difference in performance between these
two filters arises due to a lower number of missed targets in
the CD-PMBM filter. The CD-PMBM filter is slightly better
at false target errors than the CD-PMB filter, and quite similar
in localisation errors. The CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filters fare
worse than the CD-PMBM and CD-PMB filters. In particular,
they have a higher number of false and missed targets. Also,
the CD-CPHD filter has lower error than the CD-PHD filter
mainly due to a lower number of false targets.
The running times of the Matlab implementations of the
algorithms in computer with a 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5 proces-
sor are: 9.9 s (CD-PMBM), 0.7 s (CD-PMB), 1.4 s (CD-PHD)
and 1.7 s (CD-CPHD). The CD-PMBM is the filter with best
performance, but also with highest computational burden. The
CD-PMB filter is the second best in performance and fastest
algorithm in our implementations. CD-PHD and CD-CPHD
filters are also fast algorithms, though their performance is far
from the performance of the CD-PMBM and CD-PMB filters.
An additional benefit of the continuous-discrete multi-target
model is that it can significantly speed up processing compared
to a discrete time equivalent model that considers a fixed
sampling time. In order to analyse this effect, we consider
a discrete time model in which the sampling time is the
minimum interval ∆tk considered in the previous simulation,
which corresponds to the minimum ∆tk in Figure 2. The
parameters of the discretised dynamic model, including birth,
are obtained as indicated in this paper, but they do not change
with time. The time steps at which we receive measurements
are rounded to the nearest integer. In the resulting filtering
recursions for the different multi-target filters, there is no
update step at the time steps without measurements, but there
is a prediction at all time steps. This discretisation applied to
our scenario has 29374 time steps, which means that we have
to perform a large number of prediction steps compared to
the 100 predictions required with the use of the continuous-
Table I: RMS-GOSPA errors and their decompositions for the filters and different parameters
CD-PMBM CD-PMB CD-PHD CD-CPHD
λ λc Tot. Loc. Fal. Mis. Tot. Loc. Fal. Mis. Tot. Loc. Fal. Mis. Tot. Loc. Fal. Mis.
0.12 5 6.25 4.76 2.56 3.13 6.58 4.75 2.72 3.64 9.27 4.28 5.48 6.15 8.86 4.32 4.87 6.01
10 6.38 4.81 2.55 3.35 7.19 4.75 2.83 4.60 9.38 4.28 5.37 6.39 9.14 4.30 4.98 6.34
20 6.60 4.81 2.71 3.62 8.56 4.58 3.21 6.48 9.58 4.22 5.27 6.80 9.51 4.23 5.13 6.81
0.08 5 5.50 4.53 1.61 2.66 5.58 4.54 1.81 2.70 8.52 4.04 4.85 5.71 8.00 4.10 4.14 5.49
10 5.63 4.50 1.72 2.92 6.12 4.46 2.01 2.68 8.62 3.99 4.77 5.97 8.35 4.02 4.24 5.96
20 5.82 4.53 1.82 3.17 7.50 4.33 2.13 5.73 8.98 3.94 4.63 6.60 8.72 3.96 4.20 6.54
0.04 5 3.46 2.74 1.17 1.76 3.52 2.75 1.32 1.75 4.40 2.48 1.53 3.29 4.59 2.56 2.36 2.99
10 3.48 2.67 1.21 1.85 3.62 2.70 1.42 1.95 4.48 2.47 1.67 3.34 4.69 2.52 2.39 3.16
20 3.65 2.70 1.37 2.03 5.23 2.48 1.60 4.31 4.71 2.45 1.99 3.50 4.88 2.52 2.44 3.39
discrete multi-target model. The corresponding GOSPA errors
for the PMBM, PMB, PHD, and CPHD filters applied in this
form are basically unaltered compared to the results of the
filters with time varying sampling time, shown in Figure 4, so
the results are not plotted. The running times of the algorithms
are: 178.8 s (PMBM), 111.2 s (PMB), 76.7 s (PHD) and
85.8 s (CPHD). By comparing these running times with the
running times of the continuous-discrete versions discussed
above, we can see that continuous-discrete multi-target filters
with variable sampling time show a remarkable decrease in
the computational burden (over 18 times faster) compared to
multi-target filters with fixed sampling time, which are the
standard approach in the multi-target filtering literature, with-
out affecting performance. This implies that the continuous-
discrete filters are more suitable for developing real-time
implementation than the discrete versions if measurements are
asynchronous.
In order to provide more thorough results, we also show the
RMS-GOSPA errors, along with the GOSPA error decomposi-
tion, considering all time steps for different values of the target
arrival rate λ and clutter rate λc in Table I. In this table, “Tot.”,
“Loc.”, “Fal.” and “Mis.” stand for total cost, localisation
cost, false target cost and missed target cost, respectively.
Simulations with different λ consider different ground truth
drawn from the true multi-target system, see Algorithm 1.
The CD-PMBM filter is always the best performing algorithm.
The CD-PMB filter is the second best algorithm except for
λ = 0.04 and λc = 20, in which it is outperformed by the
CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filters. The CD-CPHD filter provides
lower errors than the CD-PHD filter except for λ = 0.04,
where the CD-PHD filter is slightly better.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a probabilistic model
for multiple target appearance, dynamics and disappearance
in continuous time and we have derived the corresponding
discretised multi-target model. We have also obtained the best
fitting Gaussian PPP fit to the discretised birth density for the
Wiener velocity model by minimising the Kullback-Leibler
divergence.
The discretised multiple target model and the Kullback-
Leibler divergence minimisation of the birth process pro-
vide the required models for performing continuous-discrete
multiple target filtering using Gaussian distributions. In par-
ticular, in this paper, we present and analyse the Gaussian
implementations of the continuous-discrete PMBM, PHD and
CPHD filters. An important benefit of the continuous-discrete
multi-target filters is that they can significantly lower the
computational complexity compared to multi-target filters with
fixed sampling interval without affecting performance when
the time interval between measurements is non-uniform.
We think there are many lines of future work. The derived
continuous-discrete multi-target models can also be used to
extend the CD-PMBM, CD-PHD and CD-CPHD to sets of
trajectories [49]–[51] to obtain complete trajectory information
of the targets at the sampled time steps. It is also inter-
esting to consider Gaussian implementations of these filters
with dynamic/measurement models that are nonlinear/non-
Gaussian, which in practice requires suitable linearisations
[23], [39], [52]. More generally, with the obtained general birth
process equations in Section III, it is also possible to develop
sequential Monte Carlo implementations [53] of the CD-
PMBM, CD-PHD and CD-CPHD filters, which do not require
Gaussian single-target densities and KLD minimisations.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix, we prove (15), which is the distribution of
the time lags of appearance for new born targets at time step
k, which denotes the difference between time tk and the time
of appearance. From Assumption A1, we know that the time
lags of appearing targets are IID distributed in the interval
[0,∆tk) [28]. However, not all of the appearing targets in
the interval (tk−1, tk] are born at time step k, as some of
them may disappear before time tk. Using A1 and A3, the
joint distribution of the time lag t and life span τ of an
appearing target, which denotes the time from appearance to
disappearance, is
p (t, τ) =
1
∆tk
χ[0,∆tk) (t)µe
−µτ . (79)
A target that appeared in (tk−1, tk] is born at time step k if
τ > t. Therefore, the distribution of the time lag for a new
born target at time k is
pk (t) , p (t | τ > t)
=
∫
p (t, τ | τ > t) dτ (80)
where
p (t, τ | τ > t) = p (t, τ)
p (τ > t)
, τ > t. (81)
We first calculate the probability
p (τ > t) =
∫ ∆tk
0
[∫ ∞
t
1
∆tk
µe−µτdτ
]
dt (82)
=
∫ ∆tk
0
1
∆tk
e−µtdt (83)
=
1− e−µ∆tk
µ∆tk
. (84)
Substituting this result into (81), we obtain
p (t, τ | τ > t) = µ
1− e−µ∆tk χ[0,∆tk) (t)µe
−µτ (85)
for τ > t. Then, (80) becomes
pk (t) =
∫ ∞
t
p (t, τ | τ > t) dτ (86)
=
µ
1− e−µ∆tk e
−µtχ[0,∆tk) (t) , (87)
which completes the proof of (15).
APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we prove Proposition 1. Using (18), we
obtain
D
(
bk
∥∥∥b˜k )
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
bk
({
x1, ..., xn
})
log
bk
({
x1, ..., xn
})
b˜k ({x1, ..., xn})
dx1:n
(88)
=
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
∆tk
)∫ n∏
i=1
pk
(
xi
)
× log
P
(
n; λµ∆tk
)∏n
i=1 pk
(
xi
)
P (n;λb,k)
∏n
i=1N (xi;xb,k, Pb,k)
dx1:n (89)
=
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
∆tk
)
log
P
(
n; λµ∆tk
)
P (n;λb,k) +
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
∆tk
)
×
∫ n∏
i=1
pk
(
xi
)
log
∏n
i=1 pk
(
xi
)∏n
i=1N (xi;xb,k, Pb,k)
dx1:n. (90)
The optimal value of λb,k can be found by minimising the
first term in the previous equation and the optimal values
of xb,k, Pb,k by minimising the second term. The first term
coincides with the KLD between two Poisson distributions on
variable n. The minimum is obtained by setting λb,k = λµ∆tk,
as the two distributions are alike and the KLD is zero, which
is the minimum attainable value for the KLD.
Now, we consider the second term, which we can write as
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
∆tk
)∫ n∏
i=1
pk
(
xi
)
× log
∏n
i=1 pk
(
xi
)∏n
i=1N (xi;xb,k, Pb,k)
dx1:n
=
[ ∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
∆tk
)
n
]∫
pk (x) log
pk (x)
N (x;xb,k, Pb,k)dx.
(91)
This term is proportional to the KLD between pk (·) and
N (x;xb,k, Pb,k). This KLD is minimised by moment match-
ing [40], which implies that the optimal xb,k and Pb,k are
given by (22) and (23). It should be noted that the result
of Proposition 1, and also Lemma 6, are to be expected
as both the Poisson and the Gaussian distribution belong to
the exponential family of distributions for which this type
of KLD minimisation is achieved by matching the sufficient
statistics, which is the mean for the Poisson, and the mean
and covariance matrix for the Gaussian [40].
APPENDIX C
In this appendix, we prove Proposition 2 by applying
Proposition 1 to the Wiener velocity model, explained in
Section IV-B. The parameter λb,k is directly obtained from
Proposition 1, so we proceed to compute the mean xb,k and the
covariance matrix Pb,k. The moments (36)-(39) of a truncated
exponential distribution with density (15) can be computed
analytically by solving the corresponding integrals [54], but
details are not provided here.
In order to calculate the mean (31), we apply the law of
total expectation [55] to (22) on the time lag t to yield
xb,k = E [E [xk |t ]] (92)
= E
[
F(t)xa
]
(93)
= E
[(
Id tId
0d Id
)
xa
]
(94)
=
(
Id E [t] Id
0d Id
)
xa. (95)
It should be noted in the previous equations, we have used that
E [xk |t ] is obtained from (11), and that F(t) for the Wiener
velocity model is given by (26).
We apply the law of total covariance [55] to (23)
Pb,k = C [E [xk |t ]] + E [C [xk |t ]] . (96)
We first calculate C [E [xk |t ]] as follows
C [E [xk |t ]] = C
[(
Id tId
0d Id
)
xa
]
(97)
= C
[(
pa + tva
va
)]
(98)
= E
[(
(t− E [t]) va
0d
)(
(t− E [t]) vTa 0d
)]
(99)
=
(
C [t] vav
T
a 0d
0d 0d
)
. (100)
We would like to clarify that, in order to obtain (100), we have
used (28) and the definition
C [g (t)] = E
[
(g (t)− E [g (t)]) (g (t)− E [g (t)])T
]
(101)
for any function g (·).
We proceed to calculate E [C [xk |t ]], which can be written
as
E [C [xk |t ]] = E
[
F(t)PaF
T
(t) +Q(t)
]
(102)
= E
[
F(t)PaF
T
(t)
]
+ E
[
Q(t)
]
. (103)
The first term in (103) is given by
E
[
F(t)PaF
T
(t)
]
= E
[(
Id tId
0d Id
)
Pa
(
Id 0d
tId Id
)]
(104)
= E
[(
P ppa + t
(
P pva + (P
pv
a )
T
)
+ t2P vva P
pv
a + tP
vv
a
(P pva )
T
+ tP vva P
vv
a
)]
(105)
=
(
A11 P
pv
a + E [t]P
vv
a
(P pva )
T
+ E [t]P vva P
vv
a
)
(106)
where A11 = P ppa + E [t]
(
P pva + (P
pv
a )
T
)
+ E
[
t2
]
P vva and
we have used the decomposition of the covariance Pa in (29).
The second term in (103) is given by
Et
[
Q(t)
]
= Et
[
q
(
t3
3 Id
t2
2 Id
t2
2 Id tId
)]
(107)
= q
 E[t3]3 Id E[t2]2 Id
E[t2]
2 Id E [t] Id
 . (108)
Substituting (100), (103), (106) and (108) into (96) completes
the proof of Proposition 2.
APPENDIX D
In this appendix we show the KLD minimisation properties
of the Gaussian mixture birth model explained in (41). From
(40), we consider the joint distribution of the state and the
index j ∈ {1, ..., Na} over the mixture components to yield
pk (xk, j) = w
j
apk (xk |j ) (109)
where
pk (xk |j ) =
∫ ∆tk
0
N
(
xk;F(t)x
j
a, F(t)P
j
aF
T
(t) +Q(t)
)
× pk (t) dt. (110)
This approach of considering a joint variable over the state and
the index over a mixture component is standard in auxiliary
particle filtering [7], [56]. Note that if we sum over variable
j in (109), we obtain pk (xk) in (40).
The birth PPP (17) considering the auxiliary variable be-
comes
bk
({(
x1k, j
1
)
, ..., (xnk , j
n)
})
= n!P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk))
×
n∏
i=1
[
wj
i
a pk
(
xik
∣∣ji )] .
(111)
We seek the best Gaussian PPP approximation b˜k (·) of the
form
b˜k
({(
x1k, j
1
)
, ..., (xnk , j
n)
})
= n!P (n;λb,k)
n∏
i=1
[
wj
i
b N
(
xik;x
ji
b,k, P
ji
b,k
)]
. (112)
The resulting PPP is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 6. The Gaussian PPP density b˜k (·) of the form (112)
that minimises the KLD D
(
bk
∥∥∥b˜k ), with bk (·) given by
(111), is parameterised by
λb,k =
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk) (113)
wjb = w
j
a (114)
xjb,k =
∫
xpk (x |j ) dx (115)
P jb,k =
∫ (
x− xjb,k
)(
x− xjb,k
)T
pk (x |j ) dx (116)
for j ∈ {1, ..., Na}.
This lemma is proved in Appendix D-A. For the Wiener
velocity model, we can compute the moments (115) and (116)
using Proposition 2 for each j. Once we obtain (115) and
(116), one can integrate out the auxiliary variables in (112) to
yield (41).
A. Proof of Lemma 6
Taking into account that the auxiliary variable j is discrete,
the KLD is given by
D
(
bk
∥∥∥b˜k )
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∑
j1,...,jn
∫
bk
({(
x1, j1
)
, ..., (xn, jn)
})
× log bk
({(
x1, j1
)
, ..., (xn, jn)
})
b˜k ({(x1, j1) , ..., (xn, jn)})
dx1:n (117)
=
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk)) log P
(
n; λµ
(
1− e−µ∆tk))
P (n;λb,k)
+
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk)) ∑
j1,...,jn
∫ n∏
i=1
[
wj
i
a pk
(
xi
∣∣ji )]
× log
∏n
i=1
[
wj
i
a pk
(
xi
∣∣ji )]∏n
i=1
[
wj
i
b N
(
xi;xj
i
b,k, P
ji
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)]dx1:n (118)
=
∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk)) log P
(
n; λµ
(
1− e−µ∆tk))
P (n;λb,k)
+
[ ∞∑
n=0
P
(
n;
λ
µ
(
1− e−µ∆tk))n]
×
∑
j
∫
wjapk (x |j ) log
wjapk (x |j )
wjbN
(
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)dx (119)
=
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n=0
P
(
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λ
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(
1− e−µ∆tk)) log P
(
n; λµ
(
1− e−µ∆tk))
P (n;λb,k)
+
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n=0
P
(
n;
λ
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(
1− e−µ∆tk))n]
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wja log
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∫
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b,k
)dx
 .
(120)
By standard KLD minimisations, for each term considering
λb,k, w
ji
b ,x
j
b,k, and P
j
b,k, we get the result in Lemma 6.
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